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ABSTRACT: To detect the story boundary (SB) of
Xinwenlianbo precisely, this paper proposes a method of
three-level criterion story segmentation (SS) based on
content analysis. For the story with anchorperson, this
paper uses penny distance to judge whether the
anchorperson gotten by video feature is true or not to
look for  SB; for the story without anchorperson, this paper
looks for the SB by judging the shot change point occurs
in the silence region. The experiment results show that
the method can improve 6.98% precision comparing with
only using video feature in anchor detection and the error
range can be decreased from 1.5 ~2.5 seconds to 0 ~0.5
second in SB without anchor by silence detection, which
settles the problem of no precision boundary and video
frame lost corresponding to silence for only using silence
.The final precision of SS reaches 93.12%.
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1. Introduction

Xinwenlianbo (XWLB) of China central TV station (CCTV)
has the highest audience rating in China and the largest
audience rating around the world [1]. From the point of
save archives ÿXWLB is the true record of home and abroad
news, which contains politics, economics, science,
technology etc. So that it is one of the most possible
save archives program. News story is an independent and

total content for the former and latter video. Because every
piece of home brief news or abroad news is too short in
XWLB, so we regard home brief news and abroad news
as a story unit respectively. Generally speaking, there
are about twenty stories in a day’s XWLB. Dividing XWLB
into independent story not only help to analyze audio
content but also help multimedia information retrieval and
understanding [2].

There are mainly three study methods for XWLB story
segmentation (SS) in published references. The first uses
audio method, which utilizes anchorperson’s voice to train
model first and then segmentation story according to
model beforehand, while many stories have no
anchorpersons in XWLB. The second uses video feature
to segment story according recognized anchorperson,
which also has the limit like the first method. The third
combines video feature detection and news title, but it
dependent on silence for  story boundary (SB) without
anchorperson detection, silence  is only potential story
change point and there is silence in a sentence, that is to
say , independent on silence  is not a good method.

SB detection is not precisely in the methods of XWLB
SS. It is difficult to detect the SB of story without
anchorperson for the first and second method. The second
and third only used video feature to detect anchorperson,
whose disadvantage is removing the false anchorperson,
the best method is to utilize audio method to judge for the
anchorperson by using video feature. For the story without
anchorperson, the SB is not precisely by using silence to
seek SB, the best method is to seek SB of story according
some rule first and combining shot change point and
silence to seek story change point.

In order to detect the SB of XWLB precisely, we collected
180 days’ XWLB data of 2009 first, and then marked them
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by hand, the mark content contain as following: every
person appearing in the news story, start and end time of
every person, start and end time of every news title and
etc. At the base of mark, character of XWLB is concluded.
We also go on statistics of story type, the position o and
time length of news title. Finally, a story segmentation of
XWLB based on three-level criterion of content analysis.
For the story with anchorperson, the story beginning
boundary (SBB) is gotten by using penalty distance to
judge the anchorperson by video feature. For the story
without anchorperson, SBB is gotten by judging whether
shot change point appear silence region. The experimental
result show that the proposed method a detect SBB
precisely.

2. Character of Xinwenlianbo

The structure of XWLB is firstly analysed first and then
story type is concluded in this section.

2.1 Structure Analysis
XWLB has fixed structure, whose time length is usually
half an hour or so. It is often composed six parts: start
time, brief news, home news, nei-ji music, abroad news
and news end (Figure.1). The time length of start music
is 16 s or so and time length of brief news is between 34s
and 58s, several pieces of home brief news is often
following with home news, there is a 5-second-length
segment music between home news and abroad news,
which is called nei-ji music, news end is usually at the
last 30s of XWLB. There is an anchorman and
anchorwoman, they appear in the brief news and news
end together, there is only one anchorperson other time.
In the process of introduction story, the person, whose’s
voice can be heard but the body can not be seen, is called
as interpreter by us in this paper. The interpreter is not
anchorperson most time. Generally speaking, maybe there
are several interviewers and reporters in a story unit, but
only an interpreter at most.

Figure 1. Time Structure of Xinwenlianbo

According to statistics result, 99.13% news story has a
news title, which is the simples and accuratest content
summarization. It usually appears in a white rectangle
window, whose position is at the height of 1/12~1/4 screen.
Its content covers one or two rows (Figure.2). The time of
news title appearing is not fixed, maybe it appears at the
position of anchorperson, maybe it appears at the posi-
tion of interpreter.

2.2 Story Type
In a story, if there is an anchorperson, he or she must
appear at the beginning of story. So the story can be

divided two types according to whether there is an
anchorperson: type A (there is an anchorperson) and type
B(there is no an anchorperson), they cover 39.17% and
61.83% separately.

Figure 2. The Position of News Title

3. Algorithm Introduction

From Figure.1, we can see that, nei-ji music is the
boundary point of home news and abroad news, so we
can divide them by detecting ner-ji music.

In XWLB, most stories have a corresponding news title,
so we can know the story number and the every story
region by detecting news title.

Shot detection from brief news, seeking all shot change
points, Because the first shot (Brief news) and last shot
(news end) don’t belong to news story, so the two shots
can be removed before story segmentation and extracting
anchorperson video template.

For type A story, because anchorperson appear at
beginning, so story beginning boundary can be detected
by detecting anchorperson. At the base of shot detection,
anchorperson shot detection by comparison with
anchorperson template. Extracting anchorman and
anchorwoman audio data by speaker change detection
for the audio data of brief news. Then judging the person
corresponding to anchorperson shot by speaker change
criterion. Let the anchorperson beginning point finally be
beginning boundary of story.

For type B story, though most story begins from interpreter
introduce story, story beginning point appear at the
combining position of shot change point and silence, so
at the base of news title and shot change, judging shot
change point whether happens at the silence region from
rearways news title, let the point which satisfies condition
be beginning boundary of story.

According to above content analysis, the algorithm of three-
level criterion story segmentation is proposed in this paper
as following:

1. Separating home news and abroad news by detecting
nei-ji musicÿstory segmentation for home news and abroad
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news, respectively. If nei-ji music can’t be detected, we
will process home news and abroad news together.
Deciding the story number of XWLB by detecting news
title, this can help story segmentation.

2. Shot change detection from brief news and seeking all
shot change points. Anchorperson video template is
extracted from the first shot and regarding the beginning
point of second shot as the first story beginning boundary.
At the base of shot changes detection, anchorperson shot
is detected by comparison video feature and anchorperson
template. Extracting anchorman and anchorwoman audio
data by speaker change detection for the audio data of
brief news. Then judging the person corresponding to
anchorperson shot by speaker change criterion, detecting
all anchorpersons.

3. From the first news title, if there is an anchorperson
between two continue news title, let the anchorperson
beginning position as the next story beginning boundary,
which can detect the boundary of story type A. If there is
not an anchorperson between two continue news title,
the next story beginning boundary can be gotten by judging
shot change point whether happens at the silence region,
which can detect the boundary of  story type B.

3.1 Nei-ji Music Detection
According to statistics result, 85.62% story has nei-ji
music, Figure.3 show that statistics result of news title
appears the position of XWLB. From Figure.3, we can
see that nei-ji music mainly is at the region of 22 ~ 29
minutes(5% at the region of  22 ~ 23 minutes, 90.58% at
23 ~ 28 minutes, 4.17% at the region of 28 ~ 29 minutes).If
we can’t detect nei-ji music at the region, which means
there is no nei-ji music at that day’s XWLB.

Because neri-ji is the same everyday (the same length
and content), which belongs to fix audio retrieval, so the
method of reference [3] can be used here to detect nei-ji
music.
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Figure 3. The Time Statistics Result of Nei-ji Music in
Xinwenlianbo

3.2 News Title Detection
In XWLB, there is not only news title, but also usual
subtitle and special topic subtitle, but there is difference
between them.

The differences between news title and usual subtitle is
as following: From the side of time length, the time length
of news title is more than five seconds (Figure.4) in order
to give the impression to audience, sometime more long,
while the time length of usual subtitle is about three
seconds in order to help audience to understand the
content and other information. From the side of font and
background color, the font of news title is usually blue
and background color is white, while the front and
background color of usual subtitle is not fixed. From the
side of width, news title has more than one line, while
usual subtitle has only one line. So we can distinguish
news title and usual subtitle according above differences.
The differences between news title and special topic
subtitle are as following: From the side of position, special
topic subtitle is near left and bottom screen, while news
title is often a little away from left screen. From the side
of time, special topic subtitle is at the story from beginning
to end, while news title is only at the beginning. So we
can distinguish news title and special topic subtitle
according above differences.
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Figure 4. The Statistics Length Of News Title

Canny[4] is used here to detect news titleÿ but all news
titles are in a white rectangle in XWLB, so canny can
detect above and bottom side , Figure.5 is the detection
result of Figure.2, from Figure.5, we can see that, there
are two lines can be detected at the region of news title
appearing.

Figure 5. The edge of news title of detection

3.3. Shot Change Detection
Shot change detection is used pixel grey method, at the
base of shot detection; anchorperson video template is
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extracted from the first shot (brief news).

3.4 Story Type A News Boundary Detection

3.4.1 Anchorperson Detection
Studio background doesn’t often change in everyday
XWLB, but the position of anchorperson in the studio often
changes. There are three kinds in anchorperson shot, two
anchorpersons at the both side of screen (in brief news
and news end), anchorman or anchorwoman in the middle
of screen (in home news and abroad news). In a word,
there are three characters in the anchorperson shot of
XWLB:

1. The change in the anchorperson shot is small; it is
usually the fixed picture of anchorperson report news.

2. The first shot is brief news, whose time length is
between 34s and 58s and region is at 00:17~01:14
minutes.

3. The cloth and studio background is fixed in everyday
XWLB, so the color histogram of anchorperson shot frame
is very similar or close.

Anchorperson shot detection is based on three characters
in this paper, according the first character,  calculating
the shots similarity to get potential anchorperson shot,
according the second character, building anchorperson
template, according the third character, using template
and the first frame of anchorperson shot to go on histogram
intersect operation.

At the base of shot detection, anchorperson shot detection
of this paper is based on the three characters.

3.4.2 Anchorperson Criterion
Sometime, though two pictures content is too different,
their color histogram is very near. Using color histogram
can detect most anchorperson shot, it is possible to regard
a non- anchorperson shot as anchorperson shot. In order
to improve precision of anchorperson detection, the best
method is to use speaker change criterion to remove false
anchorperson.

Though Bayesian information criterion (BIC) has been the
most dominant method [6], it only use single Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) to describe speaker, speaker
information can’t be fully used. In order to go on speaker
criterion, GMM, BIC and Jensen’s inequality were
combined by us [7], we call the formula as penalty
distance (PED) in this paper and the formula is as
following:
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Where every parameter can be found in reference [7].

Using PED, we can know whether speaker change or not
by comparison to threshold after calculating PED of

change point, which is simple and convenient.

3.5 Story type B news boundary detection
From former introduction, we can know that, there is no
anchorperson in type B story, whose beginning boundary
detection is not like type A story ,but the beginning
boundary can be detected according to rule.

Figure.6 is the statistics result of time between introduction
and news title in story B.
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Figure 6. The Statistics Result Of Time Between

Introduction And News Title In Story B

From Figure.6, news title in the former three seconds
covers 85.49% in type B story. So we can seek most
stories beginning boundary in the former three seconds.
In type B story, shot changes when story change and
story change happens in the silence. According these
two characters, at the base of news title detection and
shot change, judging whether shot change point in the
reverse former 3 seconds of news title from the beginning
of news title. Let the point, which is not only shot change
point but also silence, be as the beginning boundary.

4. Experimental Evaluation

Eight days data was used to train and twenty days data
was used to evaluate our algorithm in our experiment.
Video and audio stream were gotten from video data, all
the audio stream was wav, 16 KHz and 16bits. 24-order
Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients was extracted for
audio.

PRC, RCL and F1[8] are used to evaluated our algorithm
here.

For anchorperson of type A story detection, the F1 is
88.68% only using video feature in the experiment, the
F1 can reach 95.66% further using PED, which means
that the precision of anchorperson detection can improve
if using audio feature go on criterion for the anchorperson
which has gotten by video feature.
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For beginning boundary of type B story detection, the
boundary error is about 1.5 ~ 2.5s only using silence
detection in the experiment, the boundary error is about
0 ~ 0.5s if using silence and shot change point.

Table 1 is the result of story segmentation and Table is
the comparison of story segmentation between other
algorithm and ours.

File Sto. Det.    Cor.     Fal. Mis.     PRC RCL   F1
No. No.     No.      No. No.       (%) (%)

1 20 19 19 0 1 100 95 97.44

2 19 21 19 2 0 90.48 100 95.00

3 20 21 20 1 0 95.24 100 97.56

4 20 22 20 2 0 90.91 100 95.24

5 19 21 18 3 1 85.71 94.74 89.99

6 19 19 18 1 1 94.74 94.74 94.74

7 20 21 20 1 0 95.24 100 97.56

8 21 20 19 1 2 95.00 90.48 92.68

… … … … … … … … …

18 14 14 14 0 0 100 100 100

19 16 15 13 2 3 86.67 81.25 83.87

20 15 13 12 1 3 92.31 80.00 85.71

Total 342 356 325 31 17 91.29 95.03 93.12

Table 1. Story Segmentation Result

PRC (%) RCL (%) F1 (%)

Detection anc. 97.35 33.13 49.44
 algorithm

Ours 91.29 95.03 93.12

 Table 2. Comparison of Story Segmentation between Our
Algorithm and Other Algorithm

5. Conclusion

In order to detect story boundary of Xinwenlianbo, a story
segmentation algorithm based on audio and video feature
and three-level criterion is proposed in this paper. It uses
different criterion methods for different types of stories at
the base of content analysis. The experiment result shows
that the method can improve 6.98% precision comparing
with only using video feature in anchor detection and the
error range can be decreased from  1.5 ~ 2.5 seconds to
0 ~ 0.5 second in SB without anchor by silence detection,
which settles  the problem of no precision boundary and
video frame lost corresponding to silence for only using
silence .The final precision of SS reaches 93.12%.
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